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Abstract

The representations of the infinitesimal operators of Lorentz rotations and transla-
tions and the corresponding carriers for a scalar, spinor and vector case in the Grassmann
space as well as the eigenfunctions of the Hamilton function for a free particle, are
presented. Functions are orthogonalized. The mass appears after compactification from 5
to 4 dimensions in the ordinary space-time, while in the Grassmann space the particle
lives in five dimensions, so that a boost can be performed.

1. Introduction

The representations of the infinitesimal generators of the SU(2) group, as well as the
corresponding carriers, are well known in the coordinate space, describing states of a par-
ticle with an integer angular momentum, while the space of internal degrees of freedom
has remained an abstract one in the sense that the representations and the basis functions
in a phase space are not known.

There are cases in ordinary quantum mechanics for which the representations in a
phase space are not needed in order to evaluate the expectation values of most of
operators. An example is a point particle in a harmonic oscillator, another example are
angular degrees of freedom of a point particle in a spherically symmetric potential. In
both cases the representations in a phase space are needed only when we look for the
probability that a particle appears within the chosen part of a phase space. The expecta-
tion values of operators over the whole phase space are expressible with creation and an-
nihilation operators in the case of a harmonic oscillator or with L+, £- and Cz

operators in the case of spherically symmetric potential and the expectation values of
these operators among basis functions can be calculatd even if we do not look for the rep-
resentations of the basis functions in a phase space. However, even in such cases, our un-
derstanding of the problem is much better if we know a basis in a phase space. Because of
that, we present in this paper the representations of the infinitesimal generators of the
SU(2) group and the corresponding carriers in the Grassmann space, describing an inter-
nal angular momentum of a point particle. We present in the same space also the repre-
sentations of the infinitesimal generators of the Lorentz group, of the Poincare group and
the corresponding carriers as well as the eigenfunctions of the Hamilton operator for a
free point particle.



We shall see that a point particle with a nonzero mass in four dimensions, lives at
least in a five dimensional Grassmann space, while the fifth dimension in ordinary space-
time is compactified. We first look for the equations of motion and for generators of rota-
tions and translations for a classical free point particle. Then we quantize the equations
of motion and find the representations of operators in the Grassmann phase space. We
find eigenfunctions of the commuting operators and orthogonalize the functions.

In order to find the classical action for a point particle with a spin, we start, as usually,
with an action with a local world-line supersymmetry [1-4]:

=jj J (1)

Here i* = (r, £), with T, £ being even and odd Grassmann coordinates of the two
dimensional super-space, respectively, and the coordinates in a d-dimensional space-time
X^^X^tf) are superfields with respect to 17. The super-matrix £j, representing
zweibein has the determinant E, tjab is the tangent space metric and £f 17a* £? is the

metric of the two dimensional super-space and Da » £<• —r .
da

The action (1) describes a massless particle in d-dimensions ( d > 4). In four dimen-
sions it manifests itself as an action of a massive particle [4]. This can be shown explicitly
if the superfield expansion is performed:

Both fields X*%T) and ©"(r) transform in the same way under Lorentz transforma-
tions: 6 X* = s^a X*. and translations: 6 X* = A •*• w i t h ^ = e^ + 11 f E 9 ^ with es>L having
the Grassmann character.

Taking d = 5, integrating over d £, separating the four dimensional part of the action
(1), and identifying* psps= - (psf = - mi

tp
i = m, the action (2) becomes:

1 — j dx jx^p^ + &^p ^ — x N (p Pn ~~ tn)~ M (p p ^ + tnps ) t

The action (3) is written in a phase space, giving the same equations of motion
through the Euler-Langrange equations as the action** (1). One of the two (N,M)
Langrange multipliers (M) has a Grassmann character, as well as the conjugate momen-
tum pe > 1 to the Grassmann coordinate Q* : p 6 ( 1 = ~rz^ •

• We use the d-dimeuional metric with signature: ( +,—...) .

" W e suppose the left derivate* with respect to Grusmonnun coordinates:—^ if not defined differently.

From the action (3) the two equations of motion

(4)

as well as the two constraints

follow. The generators of rotations

0,

i W riii J>m 1

and translations

are conserved in a flat space:

The action (3) can be easily generalized to include gauge fields:

(5)

(6)

(6a)

(6b)

(7)

(6')

Now p ^ are canonical momenta and x^. the kinetic momenta, which in the case of the
gauge gravitational fields have to be replaced by:

- I or**

(9)

g,u, ^

The fields at * have a Grassmann character. In the case that the Grassmann space
remains flat, a>Qab

IL = 0 . The roman idices a, b, c... define tensors in a flat tangent space,
constructed at every point in a space.



2. Poisson brackets, equations of motion and the quantization

We present first some useful relations needed in this paper: the Poisson brackets be-
tween the generators of the Lorentz group as well as between the generators of the
Poincari group in the flat space-time and in the flat Grassmann space. In addition to the
tensor, we present also tbe spinor representations of the Lorentz group in the Grassmann
space. Accordingly the Lagrange function (eq. (3)) can be rewritten in the shape which is
needed if we want to describe particles with spin 1/2. We present tbe corresponding
Hamilton function for both cases, as well as the Hamilton and Heisenberg equations of
motion.

At the end the Poisson brackets and the equations of nation are quantized.

2.1 Poisson brackets

We define the Poisson brackets as follows:

7 a
where the derivatives ^ - from the left and from the right -g^- hand side have to be per-

formed.
The following identities can easily be derived:

(lla)

(lib)

(lie)

(lid)

for A, B, C having a bosonic and A&, B?, C 6 a fermionic character. The useful expres-
sions are also:

if F[x* .p^.Q*, p**) is some function of coordinates.

Taking into account eqs. (6), (10) and the above identities, the expressions follows:

0.

0 .

(12b)

(12c)

(12d)

(12e)

(120

(12g)

(!2h)

0 .

Since 6 * have the same Poisson brackets with Af* asp e ° , the same will be true also
for the linear combinations

(13a)

(13b)



in?

It follows

- { « • *

(14)

we see that 5 ^ have the same Poisson brackets among themselves or with

pa ,x a and a e ° as J"* withp" ,JC" ,j»e<1, e a and similarly for 5 '<*. It can be shown also
that:

0 = (20)

Defining the product of two of the same kind of combinations:

we find:

*rl

(15)
2.2 Hamilton formalism and equations of motion

To the Lajaange function of the eq. (3) the Hamilton tensor and function can be
defined:

(21a)

while

' V

Since

and

(16)

(18)

(18b)

H =\N(P*PV. - m2) (21b)

The Lagrange function from eq. (3) can be rewritten in terms of quantities a9* and
a6 v (eqs . (13) and (14)) as follows:

(22)

with: aes = pet + i

in agreement with definitions (13), (6') and (IS).

The corresponding Hamilton function is:

" 2

(23)



Using the Hamilton-Jaccobi equations in the case of eq. (21):

(24)

dp*
xv,

where p" means the derivative with respect to the parameter r, the equations of motion
(4) are reproduced. The derivative with respect to the parameter r of any function of
coordinates p*, x*, ©"•, p e *"• is expressible with the Poisson brackets:

bA (25)

For the case of the Hamilton function (23), equations (25) ana ^14) give:

, -Pv-v - 0 ,

, xv ( 2 6 )

2 3 Quantization the equations of motion

When quantizing the equations of motion, all the Poisson brackets have to be
replaced by the corresponding commutators or anticommutators. It is connvinient to
define a generalized commutator:

\AB + AB, it A and B have Grassmann character
\AB ~ BA, otherwise

(27)

Then after quantizing:

i {-<,*} =>{A,B}(-lf,mfoAB- LiM or B have Grassmann character (28)
0, otherwise

The quantization procedure replaces all quantities by operators: in the coordinate
representation in the ordinary space-time and in the Grassmann space through the sub-
stitution

(29a)

and equivalently in the momentum space.

All operators are Hermitian: 6"1* = 6 ^ j

We define also: C^^)+ - B+A* (-iy** , (29b)

where (-IT** = I - 1 . if ^ and B have Grassmann character
' 1, otherwise.

All the identities from eq. (11) remain true also for the commutators and anticom-
mutators. For example:

(lib')

Expressions for the generalized commutators between operators which are gener-
ators of the Poincari group and others can be obtain from Poisson brackets in eqs. (11)-
(20) by multiplying expressions by i and replacing i{ }p by the generalized commutators.
For example:

(12b')

(I2d*)

(W)

The equations of motion and constraints (eqs. (4), (15), (24), (25), (26)) are now
operator equations, defined in the vector space spanned over the space-time and the
Grassmann space:

(51)

(25')



The vector space defined above the Grassmann space has a finite number of basis
vectors. In four dimensional space it follows;

(30)

Let (too, a^, ajUV<r are commuting parameters, independent of 6 " , while aIL,ajUV

may be cosen to be anticommuting or commuting parameters. We immediatelly see that
the number of basis vectors in four dimensional Grassmann space is 16. It is meaningful
to arange indices so that/* <v<p<o.

3. Operators and their eigenvectors in the Grassmann space

In this section we look for the representations of the operators presented in section 2
in the Grassmann space. We look for the eigenvectors of the (anti)commuting (in the
generalized sence) operators of the infinitesimal generators of the SU(2) group, of the
Lorentz group and of the Hamilton operators. The Dirac equation for a free particle is
solved in the Grassmann space, in a completely equivalent way then in the ordinary
space. Also the boost is performed in the Grassmann space.

3.1 The representation of the translations] operators and their eigenrunctions

In the Grassmann space the eigenvalue problem:

(3D

(31a)

(31b)

Due to the fact that in a d- dimensional (real) Grassmann space the highest power is
e ° e 1 e 1 e 3 . . . erf the Taylor expansion terminates with the d-th power. It can be shown
that the function of eq. (31b) is normalized to the delta function:

has the following shape:

The solution can formally be written as an exponential function:

fO

) {p™

since:

Sd»d...dpe%dpBidpBidpe

We use the following definition of the integral in the Grassmann space [1]

I dee = i ; s de = o

In a similar way the eigenvalue problem:

e,, | e°
can be solved. One can show that the translation^ operator

<31c>

Old)

(32)

translates the eigenvalue ©^ to -By. + e^ji.

Taking into account the eq.(lle) for (anti)commutators instead of for the Poisson brack-
ets:

(33b)
op

and looking for the eigenvalue problem for the ket § \ ©* > :

it follows:

The operator:

+ 1 6 ^ \ea> , (33c)

)(d\ea>). (33d)

( 3 4 )

is the translational operator in the corresponding momentum space.

11



3.2 Representations of the Infinitesimal generators of the Lorentz group and the
eigenvectors

In this section we present the coordinate representations for the spin functions in the
Grassmann space. We show explicitly how the operators and their eigenfunctions look
like and how the eigenfunctions can be rotated among themselves.

From the Poisson brackets and the corresponding generalized commutators we see
that the operators Mv3>fov»,pv'pyi,ir

i>'jrv, (as well as a^"a j! and cr va^*„) com-
mute with all infinitesimal generators of the Poncare group. This means that they are the
Casimir operators of the algebra defined by eqs. (12) (where Poisson brackets are
replaced by the generalized commutators). The operators defining the Poincart algebra
are generators of the infinitesimal Lorentz rotations and translations in the following
way:

(35)

where the (supercoordinate) X* is defined in eq. (2).

Introducing the Pauli-Ljubansld vector * .

(36)

where e ^ p is totaly antisymmetric tensor and £1234 = 1, we recognize that:

(36a)

One can veryfy that:

(37a)

(37b)

(37c)

(37d)

and

(38)

To derive this the identity:

(38a)

was taken into account.

We learned that M*Ma commutes with all the generators of the Lorentz group and
with p*, but it does not commute with fP*. Therefore the "plane waves" of eq. (31) are
not the eigenfunctions of JW° Ma.

We define:

( 3 9 )

and

(40)

Then we find:

(41a)

<41b)

(41c)

Both Ji and Ki are Hermitian operators, but the & are noncompact. They are generators
of boosts.

13



In the restframe of the particle*" : <Xa \pIL\Xa> = (po, 3 ) we find:

2

Let us remind that ? commutes with all the generators of the Poincare" group except
withj>eit.

3.2.1 Eigenfonctions of 5^ and &

From the eq. (6b), where S^ was defined, we see that after the quantization (eqs. 29):

one obtains:

(43)

(44)

*-i7+ 2 e 'e ' -^ 7 -^

Defining:

and using eq. (39), it follows:

(46)

" ' It would be better to write: < x | / | * > - l p o , o , o f l / n )

Taking into account the power expansion (30), and the eigenvalue problem:

(48a)

we find:

(± a, ± i

(48b)

(48c)

- t a , 3 G I G 2 ) / { e ° ) , (48d)

(48e)

There are 8 eigenstates (if we do not take into account/( ©" )), half are even and half
odd in powers of 6 1 . The first functions (48c) correspond to sj = ± 1 and s = 1, the
second (48d) to « = 0 and s — 1, the last to S3 = 0 = s. The operators S± rotate states of
the same s and different 53 among themselves, determining the correspondence among
constants.

It can easily be checked that for complex commuting numbers ao, ct\, an, am and if
defining:

DVi: = (+ 20 (a'an + a « a i ) , INj: = a£am - a m a© as norms of states < 6 | Vf ' >

and < @ I lfS> , respectively, the states (48c, d, e) are orthogonalized and the relations:

S+ v7( /+ l ) -m(m+t) <G (49a)

s - < e 1 <

with - / £m £/ hold.

-i) <e (4 9 b)

IS



3.2.2 Eigenfuncttons of & and &

The operators &* and S** are defined in eqs. (IS) if after the quantization (eqs.
(29)) is performed:

(151)

$* *Due to the fact that all the Poissonbrackets between $ * andS** are zero.̂ jhe same
is true for commutators. Eigenvalue problem for J1"1 is independent of that for

In the coordinate Grassmann representation the two operators have the form:

<e|

(50a)

<e

(50b)

Defining the two vectors Si and 5; in agreement with eqs. (36) and (39):

S-± ( 5 1 a >

we obtain, taking into account eqs. (14') and (IS) and (50), the expressions:

1-1

(52a)

(52b)

4 '

and similar relations for S± and ^ .

We shall treat the case of S1"1. We repeat the definition (40):

(54)

(55)

(40')

±14

The commutation relations (39) are true also in this case.

The eigenvalue problem:

± V4,±v4 > = | < 9

<e

can again be solved if taking into account the power expansion (30). One obtains

with

<e
and

(56a)

(56b)

(56c)

(57)

(57a)

(57b)

17



The total number of functions is 16 as is should be, half even and half odd with
respect to powers in ©*\

As in the case of the vector representation, also here the S± operators (eq. (55))
rotate states < © | V ± vi > between themselves so that equations equivalent to eq.
(49) are fulfilled. The two functions < © | V ± v4 > , if Ooo • 0 and ai * 0, are or-
thogonal and have the norm: IN ±14 =±2i aiai , while the ones with a<, * 0 and
ai - 0 are antiorthogonal.

The two functions < © | V ± Vi > for fo * 0 and fii = 0 are orthogonal while the
ones with/Jo * 0 and/?i * 0 are antiorthogonal. The appropriate combinations of antior-
thogonal functions can be made orthogonal:

Each of the two can be normalized to +1 so that the states:

<e 1 v±v2ja> = <e|^±^><e (59)

are orthogonal and can be normalized to ± 1 .

Introducing the linear (nonhermitian) combinations of operators:

M : « ( & + ilS)
(60)

M+:»i(S-iJ

the commutation relations follow:

, # ] - 0 ,

(60a)

[fh,fff]

The two Casimir operators are:

18

» • • * • «*=

(60b)
1 1

Basis states (57) have expectation values of jVj(n) and W (m) as follows:

3 ^ J Eigenfunctions of the Hamilton operator

We wrote in section 2.2 the Hamilton function in two different ways. We make in this
section use of the one, appropriate for spin representations (eq. (23)).

Due to the commutation relations (the corresponding Poisson brackets are defined in
eqs. (ll)-( 18)), the solutions of either of the equations:

solve the equation:

(61b)

(61c)

well. This can be shown by multiplying eq. (61a) by (p a a + ma 5) and taking into

account that {a^ a , O^M-} = 2 7 a t i a n d t h a t a ® s a s « - l a n d similarly for (61b).
as

Taking into account that:

(62)

10



are positive (-) and negative ( + ) energy solutions of the eq (61a), provided that ko £0,
the eq. (61a) can be written in the form* * * * :

In the restframe of the particle: (k*, **) • (± m, o, o, o, m), the eq. (63) reduces to:

: Q I W > = 0. (63a)- d

The solution of this equation is:

ae5

(64)

with < 0 | V ± Vi > defined in eq. (57a) (for each value of spin there are solutions with

even and odd power in ©*), and

<e | ±£> (64a)

where + E, - E denotes positive and negative energy solutions, respectively and solutions
with even and odd power in Q* appear. We may choose Yo,yi,^o,fii to be complex
numbers. The appropriate choice of the parameters makes functions orthogonalized.

We can now boost these solutions from rest to a velocity of by performing the Lorentz

rotations :

where (e01) m <$, and Af« = Lot + Soi,

From eqs. (66) and (15) it follows:

Taking into account the properties of the operators a ^, one obtains:

(65)

(66)

•••• We have the five dunouional vector: (V,* 3 ) with*5 choten tobem.
+ Tkii rotation it not unituyu it can be teen from eqs. (15).

20

(66a)

Let us choose, for example, <S = {o, o, a>)!

The operator:

(67) -\——^-i-e0-^-©3—-
l ^ A S 1 JO3 >aPae3

transforms the function (0° - ©*) to (1 - ©° ©*) and (1 - ©° e 5 ) to ( 6 * - ©*), that
is: the even (with respect to the power of ©^) function of pozitive energy to the odd
function of the negative energy. Choosing Yoo * to the operator (67) transforms the
negative energy solutions to the positive energy solutions and positive energy solutions to
negative ones, as it should be.

In a similar way as eigenfunctions of eq. (61a) also eigenfunctions of eq. (61b) can be

found. The functions of eqs. (65), for example, solve eq. (61b) too, while boosting has to

be performed by using S+Ov.

To find the correspondig functions in the momentum space, the Fourier transform
can be performed or the eigenvalue problem in the momentum space can be solved.
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4. Summary

We have shown how quantum mechanics for a free particle, having spin 0, vj or 1,
looks like in a real Grassmann space. We have presented the operators of the in-
finitesimal generators of the Poincare group, as well as the equations of motion, in the
coordinate representation and we have looked for the eigenfunctions of the commuting
operators.

In the case of spinorial representations, the Langrange function, as well as the cor-
responding Hamilton function, have turned out to split into two parts, defined by gener-
ators of the Clifford algebra eft" , and cP +" , respectively with {<?", a* **} = 0 . The
two parts have been then independently solved. The mass term appears as a momentum
in fifth dimension, so that wave functions in the Grassmann space depend on the fifth
coordinate as well. The eigenfunctions of the Hamilton operator in the rest frame of the
particle have then be boosted. The wave functions have been orthogonalized.

The Lagrange function can be generalized to include gauge fields (eq. (9)).
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